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SIP POLSKA

We are concerned
with the production of
high quality SIP
panels
Our experience in production started in Scandinavia, in the
region where the solutions of modular and prefabricated
constructions are determined by the world recognized standards.
Wood makes Scandinavia a well-known Culture across the globe.
Our wide range of business activities and contracts let us
understand the crucial processes and procedures related to
modular and prefabricated constructions.
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SIP POLSKA

SIP is ultra modern
composite material

Outstanding thermal performance, up
to 50 % better than traditional framing
constructions

Use of SIPs can shorten construction
time by two to three times

SIP panels are lightweight,
extremely durable and strong
insulation composite material used
for modular and prefabricated
constructions

Costs are easy and simple to

SIP - POLAND is the leading manufacturer of SIP panels
in Poland.

Less waste, better and smart material

estimate, more accurate proces

management
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SIP POLSKA

What we care about is quality
CNC

2C PUR

Insulation cor

CNC controlled production
process guarantees the highest,
solid and repeated quality

We use 2C PUR bonding
technology

Insulation core made of b with
superior λ = 0,031
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SIP POLSKA

We are a reliable
business partner
We supply warehouses, big construction companies, manufactoring
businesses. All claim one thing -that we are reliable and maintain
the quality

Flexibility

Up to 5000 SIP panels monthly - the production volume

Multilingualism

We speak English uently

On time, on the right place
We have a long experience in export
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SIP POLSKA

The only factor we
do not modify is
QUALITY
All the rest we
can establish
for you
individually.
Quite eagerly
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SIP POLSKA

We produce SIP panels in

Depending on the thickness of the insulation core, they

several basic dimension

load-bearing strengt

ful ll the criteria of thermal insulation and
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SIP POLSKA

Range of products
SIP BASIC

SIP PLUS

SIP STRONG

SIP ENTERPISE

Facings: OSB 3
Bonding: 2C PUR
Insulation core: EPS GRAFIT
Max format: 1250×2500
Thickness: 124(12/100/12)
Bearing capacity: 90 kN/m
Connectors: C24 or Spline
Thermal preformance (U):
0,2777

Facings: OSB 3
Bonding: 2C PUR
Insulation core: EPS GRAFIT
Max format: 1250×2500
Thickness: 174(12/150/12)
Bearing capacity: 90 kN/m
Connectors: C24 or Spline
Thermal preformance (U):
0,1918

Facings: OSB 3
Bonding: 2C PUR
Insulation core: EPS GRAFIT
Max format: 1250×2500
Thickness: 236(18/200/18)
Bearing capacity: 90 kN/m
Connectors: C24 or Spline
Thermal preformance (U):
0,1465

Facings: OSB 3
Bonding: 2C PUR
Insulation core: EPS GRAFIT
Max format: 1250×2500
Thickness: 231(18/195/18)
Bearing capacity: 90 kN/m
Connectors: C24 or Spline
Thermal preformance (U):
0,1538

Application: interior walls

Application: exterior walls,
roofs and ceilings

Application: load-bearing oors

Application: oors with increased
load capacity
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Feel free
to contact us and
talk!
Paweł Faszcza,
Commercial Director
p.faszcza@sip-poland.pl
T: +48 503 789 032

CET

07:00 -18:00 M-F
10:00 - 14:00 Saturdays

Addres
Website

Aleja Piłsudskiego 70,

www.sip-poland.pl/

18-400 Łomża
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